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This is my most difficult talk to date. 

There is no code. It is not about concrete topics such as APIs, frameworks or coding. 


It is more philosophical. About a topic I have not seen discussed. 

So it is uncharted territory for me. 


Please let me know what you think afterwords. I welcome your thoughts on the subject. 

When I first thought up this talk. I thought it should be called “Design by Intent”


Then I thought what I really wanted to discuss was…
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Design By Intent

Design with purpose. Where purpose is just a synonym for intent.

But what does that mean?

It seems too ambiguous.


So to be more specific, this talk is now about…
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Recording user intents!

What user & what intents?


Since we are mostly software developers, I consider the user to be anyone using a device running software.

The user might be a software developer using development tools.


	 You might be the user of every day programs.

	 There are the users of your app


	 The “user” might be the person behind the wheel of a Tesla.



“Good Design is an intentional process. When we make design decisions, those decisions are based on trying to achieve a certain objective. These intents are important 
to the design process and yet many are ignored by most of our design tools. This talk will highlight how our intents shape our design work. How our tools ignore these 
intents resulting in lost design information and developer friction. The talk will propose ways our tools or our habits could be modified to easily include the design intent 

thereby improving usability, reliability and end user satisfaction of the final product.”



Then we start adding lines and shapes to the canvas.









We now have just 4 lines and a circle. I would say there is no obvious intent depicted. 

Why 4 lines in that orientation?

What is the circle doing there?



I want move room to work so I am going to move everything up a little bit.



That is starting to look familiar to us humans but it is still what was the intent? 

Is it more than just 4 lines and a circle? Semi-randomly placed on a canvas?



😟

Yes! And we have a very unhappy user! For some, this is the stuff of nightmares. Opening a door and seeing nothing but space. 


It’s a door! so where should it be?

Let’s move it back to safe location.



😌

Ah, much better. Our user is happy again.

So what went wrong there? It might be obvious to some of us humans that it was always intended to be a front door and front doors don’t belong on the 2nd floor.


Unfortunately it’s not obvious to the computer.

So how do we enable software/computers to record our users’ intent?



Y.x
X.x

Constraints

In the mechanical engineering and architectural world, we learned how to do this thousands of years ago using constraints (dimensions). Initially those constraints were 
just words and lines on a page but about 30 years ago, computer software was written which allows the computer to keep track of the semantic meaning of the 

constraints. 

CAD computer aided design tools acquired constraints which was a huge increase in efficiency. 


When a door knob is placed at hand height, it stays there even if the door is made taller. 

This also results in fewer mistakes. 


The engineering equivalent of type safety.

What else could we do?



Y.x
X.x

Constraints

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing 
elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et 
dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex 

ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in 
reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu 

fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat 
cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia 

deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

Annotations

We can add notes also known as annotations. This might give specific details about the door. Details which are difficult to communicate in numbers and basic shapes. 
Annotations can also be a good form of redundancy.


What else could we do with computers?



Y.x
X.x

Constraints

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing 
elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et 
dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex 

ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in 
reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu 

fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat 
cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia 

deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

Annotations

Y.x
X.x

Duplicate by Reference

Duplicate by reference. 

Pass by reference vs value.


Also known as symbols, cloning, pass by reference.

I include this in the process of recording a users intent because if you have recorded the intents, then they can be re-used again making the user more efficient. 


Around 1800s Interchangeable parts lead to modern manufacturing rather than custom assembly.

Screws, nuts, —> iPhones



Constraints

Annotations

Duplicate by Reference

Recording User Intents  
Requires 

It’s not enough to just allow the user to draw or code.

The software user experience should include the recording of the user’s intent in performing their actions. 


To record the user’s intent, we want to allow them to set constraints on their work, 

	 annotate their work AND duplicate their intents by reference. 

	 changing the original changes the duplicates! reproduction.


Recording this intent can make the user more efficient and give them a better user experience.

Some examples.



Non-Developer
User Tools

Apple does a really good job of recording user intents.



✔Constraints

✔Annotations

✔Duplicate by Reference

Pages is a non-developer tool example.

Headers, footers, styles are all forms of recorded constraints. 


	 Placing text in the header vs at the top of the page records the user intent.

Styles are passed by reference. Changing a style definition changes all implementations of the style in the document!


Document Templates are a way of cloning the users constraints.

Annotations (Comments) are not part of the printed document but are there for the user to pass on to themselves or a future user.



Non-Developer
User Tools

✅

✅

✅

All the Apple office documents have all of the features required for recording a users intents.

Now let’s look at software application developer specific tools.



Developers
are users too.

Application developers are users too and some of our tools are, Xcode, Interface Builder, the fairly new and popular Sketch and the equally new PaintCode.

Let’s see how they do at recording our intents? 


Starting with Interface Builder



✔Constraints

✔Annotations

✔Duplicate by Reference

As of the last 4 years, IB is really good at recording our intents. 

Apple added layout constraints from the engineering CAD world. 


We can add annotations in many ways. As part of the title or identifier. As part of the Xcode label. Or even in the Translation description field for those items not needing a 
translation. 


And of course using Xibs gives us an excellent duplicate by reference. 


How about our graphics design tools?



Constraints

Annotations

Duplicate by Reference

This is PaintCode, one of my favorite vector graphic design tools and I have tried just about every commercial and open source vector graphics design tool for the last 20 
years. 


None of the non-CAD based tools are good at capturing design intents.

Constraints - No not really


Annotations - mostly not at all!

Duplicate by reference? yes with symbols but very limited for no good technical reason. For example, sketch allows distributing a layer shape around a circle but not a 

symbol shape. In addition, the layer shape in the distribution is copied by value rather than reference meaning to change the distributed shape, the user needs to repeat 
the whole process. Their intent in creating a distributed shape is discarded by the application!



Developers
are users too.

❌

❌✅

✅

So Apple tools? A+

Graphic tools? C-


Apparently graphics designers and developers doing vector design work like repeating themselves over and over and over again to perform basic operations.


What would a vector graphics tool which recorded user intents look like?



Demo of
Intellidraw 
created by

Jonathan Gay

Don’t try this at home!

The demo is of the vector graphics program Intellidraw 2.0 from 1991.

The audience will see how intellidraw:


	 Treats all drawing elements as Objects which include both ‘name’ and ‘note’ properties allowing easy annotation of elements. As a matter of fact, it looks like all 
elements in Intellidraw implement a protocol which includes string properties for ‘tool tip’, ‘name’, ‘note’.


	 Colors, fills, and line types are objects passed by reference allowing colors to be used by intent such as global tint, accent color, … similar to word processor 
styles.


	 Records the user’s intent for - 

	 	 object location using constraints, 


	 	 drawing mirrored, 

	 	 drawing symmetry, 


	 	 drawing object distributions and much more


Intellidraw was a market failure. The theory of the time is that it was too complicated for users.


25 years later, all of these Intellidraw features are ideally suited for modern UI graphic design. 

Modern UI designers need progressive layouts, resolution independence, styles, annotations, …


Unfortunately, there is no modern equivalent of Intellidraw in the market.




Apple Frameworks Supply
Core Animation Layer

• CGColorRef 

• Hierarchical

• Affine Transforms 

• Core Image Filters

Core Image Filters

• Operates on CALayers

• Mirror

• Radial/Symmetric clone

• Can be chained

Core Graphics

• Vector Paths

• Fills, gradients, patterns

• Clone by reference

• Renders to CALayer

UI/NSView

Layout Constraints

Apple frameworks supply all the necessary backend functionality for a modern Intellidraw.

The only work to be done for re-implementing a modern version of Intellidraw is a user interface to the underlying Apple frameworks.


Swift would be the perfect performant language for a new UI graphic design prototyping application. 



Constrain

Annotate

Duplicate by Reference!

Summary

Developers need more tools 
which record the designer’s 
intents. 

It has been done before. 
Let’s make it happen again.

Intents vs Actions - an action is the ‘what’, intent is the ‘why’.

Action - place a circle in the center of a box. 


Intent - for the circle to stay centered in the box.


Some apps focus on intent. Apple in their OS’s and applications are very good at capturing intent.

As developers at large, we have lots of room for improvement. Unfortunately, we focus more on actions than intents. Let’s change that.


